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Melasti

March 06

Melasti is a Hindu Balinese purification ceremony and
ritual, which according to Balinese calendar is held several
days prior to the Nyepi holy day. It is observed by Hindus
in Indonesia, especially in Bali. Melasti was meant as the
ritual to cleanse the world from all the filth of sin and bad
karma, through the symbolic act of acquiring the Tirta
Amerta, "the water of life.
Melasti ceremony is held on the edge of the beach with
the aim to purify oneself of all the bad things in the past
and throw it to the ocean. In Hindu belief, the source of
water such as lake and sea water, are considered as the
source of life (Tirta Amrita). In addition to performing
prayers, during Melasti ceremony, all of sacred objects
which belongs to a temple, such as pralingga or pratima
of Lord Ida Sanghyang Widi Wasa, and all of sacred
equipment, are being cleaned and purified.
Location: All around Bali

Ngerupuk

March 06

Ngerupuk is one of Balinese sacred Ceremony, held in
order to drive away Evil, following a Mecaru Ceremony.
This ceremony is usually held on the day before Nyepi.
Ngerupuk consists of several different acts. Spreading
rice, smoking the house and yards, lighting up firecrackers
around the house as well as both the front and backyard,
and banging on anything to create noise. This is normally
done with Bamboo (Kentongan). All of this is done in effort
to rid of the demons from home and surroundings,
In Bali, especially, ngerupuk then followed by the parading
of the Ogoh - Ogoh (Demon Sculptures) around the
neighbourhood. This is done as to symbolize the act of
taking the demons away from the neighbourhood, which
they then burn away, symbolizing the demon are finally
gone.
Location: All around Bali
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Nyepi (Silence Day)

March 07

Nyepi is a Balinese "Day of Silence" that is
commemorated every Isakawarsa (Saka new year)
according to the Balinese calendar (in 2018, it falls on
March 17). It is a Hindu celebration mainly celebrated in
Bali, Indonesia. Nyepi, a public holiday in Indonesia, is a
day of silence, fasting and meditation for the Balinese.
Observed from 6 a.m. until 6 a.m. the next morning, Nyepi
is a day reserved for self-reflection, and as such, anything
that might interfere with that purpose is restricted. The
main restrictions are no lighting fires (and lights must be
kept low); no working; no entertainment or pleasure; no
traveling; and, for some, no talking or eating at all.
Tell your driver: All Around Bali
Saraswati
Knowledge is very important for Balinese. Every
Saniscara, Umanis, Wuku Watugunung, they celebrate
Saraswati Day, the knowledge day. It is based on the
Pawukon (Balinese calendar) system and the Saniscara
(seven day cycle).
The name Saraswati came from "Saras" meaning flow and
"wati" meaning a women. So, Saraswati is symbol of
knowledge, its flow (or growth) is like a river and
knowledge is very interesting, like a beautiful women.
In the afternoon of Saraswati day we are not permitted to
read or write the book because all the books are offered.
In the evening, called Malam Sastra, people read books
(especially religious books) in their houses or in the temple
Location: All around Bali
Banyu Pinaruh

1 day after Saraswati day

The day after Saraswati Day is Banyu Pinaruh day.
"Banyu" means water and "Pinaruh" mean wisdom. In
other words, we must have wisdom which always flows
like water and which is useful for human kind. We pray for
Dewi Saraswati (manifestation of God) to give us
cleverness and wisdom. The people usually take a bath in
the sea or a lake or river and drink traditional medicine
which is made from many various leaves which is very
good for our health. The philosophy of Banyu Pinaruh day
is the second most important thing for human life is good
health.
Location: All around Bali
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Omed – Omedan
The tradition originate from a fight between a male and
female pig that took place in the village hundreds of years
ago. A represent the push and pull of positive and negative
elements. Omed-omedan, which means pulling, is a
ceremony for the youths of the village to express their joy
on the first day of the new year. Males and females stood
side by side of the village main road while waiting the
signal of Hindu leader then both sides approached the
center of the road. Male participants pulled and kissed the
female participants while other villagers poured buckets of
water towards them.
This ritual had been around for at least 100 years and
could only be participated in by the people of Banjar Kaja
Sesetan village, and it is not clear when mass kissing was
incorporated into the Bali tradition
Location: Banjar Kaja, Sesetan, Denpasar Selatan - Bali
Tumpek Landep
Tumpek Landep is a ceremonial day at which offerings are
made for objects that are made of metal. The ceremonies
start in the morning hours at the village temple when
people gather for special prayers and blessings.
Afterwards, at the home compounds, additional
ceremonies and blessings follow at which offerings are
made for the holy family keris that most families own, but
also for cars and motorbikes. In these modern times, also
other objects that contain metal, such as computers, may
be subject to these ceremonies. Most Balinese people
truly believe that these ceremonies and blessings will
bring them luck and keep them safe in traffic.
Location : All around Bali
Ubud Food Festival
Founded in 2015, the Ubud Food Festival is a three-day
culinary adventure with Indonesian food as the star. In its
three years it has grown into Southeast Asia’s
leading culinary event. Showcasing Indonesia’s diverse
cuisines and extraordinary local produce, it celebrates the
archipelago’s rich culinary heritage and the entire
spectrum of its food industry, from farmers and producers
to world-class chefs and restaurants.
Location: Jln Sanggingan No. 88X, Kedewaten, Ubud,
Bali
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Galungan
Galungan is about the victory of dharma over adharma.
The series of Hindu religious ceremonies that are
performed during this 10-day Festival period are generally
considered to be the most important ones of Hindu Bali.
During this period the followers of the Balinese Hindu
Dharma religion focus on the importance of living a life
based on dharma.
Location: All around Bali
Kuningan
Kuningan Day is another biggest holiday for Balinese
Hindu which is usually commemorated every 6 months
after Galungan Day. Kuningan Day is commemorate every
Saturday, Wuku Kuningan and Balinese Hindu does the
ceremony in their own family temple and other temples
around
the
village.
Worshippers express their gratitude through prayer and
offerings to the trinity of Gods for the ultimate gift of life. At
Kuningan the arched bamboo poles referred to as as
penjor, which are erected in front of each Balinese home
compound during the religious festivities, are redecorated.
White cloth is replaced with yellow cloth at the base of the
penjor’s temporary shrine as an indication of prosperity.
All ceremonial tokens of appreciation must be performed
before 12 noon to farewell the spirits as they depart the
physical world and disappear into the unseen
Location: All around Bali
Pandan War (Mekare – Kare)
Perang Pandan at the village of Tenganan in
Karangasem, East Bali, is an age-old tradition unique only
to this well-preserved Balinese village in East Bali. Also
referred to locally as 'mekare-kare' and 'megeret pandan',
Perang Pandan is a mass coming-of-age ritual, dedicated
to the Hindu god of war and the sky, Indra, which sees
friendly duels between all male villagers, who bout each
other armed with a small rattan shield in one hand and a
tied packet of thorny 'pandan' leaves in the other. The
event is held annually, adhering to its own local calendar.
Location: Tenganan Viilage, Karangasem, Bali
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Pagerwesi
The name Pagerwesi derives from Balinese words pager
and wesi, which translate to “iron fence”. It is a symbol of
self-protection against the evil spirit that the Balinese
celebrate on this day. They strengthen their mind and they
pray to Gods so that the evil spirit won’t enter their soul
and reside within them.
It is believed when we are clear from the evil spirit, we
won’t harm our surroundings through our thoughts,
speech and deeds. As the essence of Balinese root is love
and peace, Pagerwesi is considered a big day in Bali,
almost as important as Galungan
Location: All around Bali

Otonan
Otonan is a ceremony (ceremonial birthday) carried out in
Bali, Indonesia. Six months after a child is born, the
ceremony is carried out according to the Wuku calendar
of Bali, either during Sapta Wara, or Panca Wara. The
purpose of this ceremony is to make up for the errors and
evils of prior life to achieve a more perfect life.
Location: All around Bali

Sanur Village Festival
Sanur Village Festival (SVF) is a community event
founded by Sanur Development Foundation (YPS) which
is a combination of several large-scale activities involving
food festival, creative economy exhibition, various
contests and competitions, art and cultural attractions,
music as well as various types of environmentally-friendly
activities.
Location: Marionette Area Inna Grand Bali Beach, Sanur,
Bali
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Nusa Dua Fiesta
Nusa Dua Fiesta is the annual event for tourism promotion
that combines the luxurious five star hospitality and
national culture. Held by ITDC at Peninsula island, this
festival is joined by industry and local administrations that
represent national and regional promotion showcase.
Programs include parade, art attractions, sports, music
and entertainment in a professional ambiance.
Location: Various venues, Bali Tourism Development
Corporation (BTDC) complex, Nusa Dua

Kuta Carnival
Kuta Carnival is one of Bali’s most vibrant and energetic
events. Also known as ‘A Celebration of Life’, the Kuta
Carnival was first held in 2003 and has grown every year
since. The idea of this event was birthed following the
devastating Bali bombing of 2002. The locals were deeply
affected by this act of terrorism and afterwards created this
event to celebrate and enjoy life. The event start with a
large opening ceremony with a parade, music and dance
and the festival follows with a kite festival, Balinese arts
and crafts, exhibitions, movie screenings, sand sculpture
competition as well as the much loved Bali food festival
Location: Kuta Beach area
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